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FELAIFEL'S FRIENDS DID NOT MENTION HOUR OF DAY PLANE PASSED OVER HAVANA, ALTITUDE, OR OTHER DETAILS.
(MM SIX THREE NINE DASH S) TODAY REVIEWED PICTURES OF THE BOXES OF EXPLOSIVES AND ONE HUNDRED POUND BOMB WHICH APPEARED IN CUBAN NEWSPAPERS. INFORMANT SAID THAT TYPE ONE HUNDRED POUND PRACTICE BOMB CASING CONTAINS PLASTER OF PARIS NOSE CONE AND THIS TYPE PRACTICE BOMB AVAILABLE IN MOST ALL ARMY/NAVY STORES AND WAR SURPLUS STORES. INFORMANT BELIEVES THAT THE CARDBOARD CONTAINERS OF EXPLOSIVE SHOWN IN THE PICTURES ARE OF TYPE SOLD IN ANY GUN STORES FOR RELOADING SHELLS. INFORMANT THOUGHT IT UNUSUAL CARDBOARD CONTAINERS AND ONE HUNDRED POUND PRACTICE BOMB CASING SHOWED LITTLE OR NO DAMAGE AFTER ALLEGEDLY BEING DROPPED FROM AN AIRPLANE.

"Gifford Pinchot, aircraft structural engineer, reinter-viewed today, made minor changes in statement previously given, and advised as follows. On about four twentythree sixtythree at about ten am he received a telephone call from Rorke at Kenilworth's hotel, on outskirts of Miami. Rorke asked to be picked up. At about eleven am Pinchot met Rorke at the hotel where Pinchot was introduced to pilot Sullivan. After they had a late breakfast a end page two
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GIFFORD PINCHOT, AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, REINTERVIEWED TODAY, MADE MINOR CHANGES IN STATEMENT PREVIOUSLY GIVEN, AND ADVISED AS FOLLOWS... ON ABOUT FOUR TWENTYTHREE SIXTYTHREE AT ABOUT TEN AM HE RECEIVED A TELEPHONE CALL FROM RONKE AT KENILWORTH HOTEL, ON OUTSKIRTS OF MIAMI. RONKE ASKED TO BE PICKED UP. AT ABOUT ELEVEN AM PINCHOT MET RONKE AT THE HOTEL WHERE PINCHOT WAS INTRODUCED TO PILOT SULLIVAN. AFTER THEY HAD A LATE BREAKFAST AN END PAGE TWO